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Introduction
Shadelight® Timber Shutters provide the timeless beauty and enduring craftsmanship of a quality timber product custom
made for your home. Featuring an impressive range of painted and stained colour options in a new light weight hardwood
timber, the Shadelight Range offers a beautiful combination of functionality, durability and quality.
Designed to complement your interior space, the new program provides a range of shutter models including shapes to ensure
a solution for a variety of installation types.
The standard hinged option is suitable for small to medium sized windows and can consist of one or more rectangular shutter
        
There are a number of bi-fold styles suitable for varying widths and window heights. The bi-fold option not only creates space


     

The sliding system allows you to cover wide openings, and is a wonderful way to treat sliding doors to match the rest of your
windows. Sliding applications require the use of a top track and either bottom guides or a bottom track.
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SHADELIGHT® TIMBER SHUTTERS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Made from hardwood timber
Made from a low density, light coloured hardwood timber which is both
strong and durable. All timber is kiln-dried to improve stability and
minimise the risk of bowing and warping over time.
The base timber is light coloured and has very little grain which means you
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manufacturing facility that uses only timber from sustainable and
renewable forestry.
Large range of colour and stain options
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you to choose a colour to complement and enhance the look of any room.
The Shutters can also be custom coloured on request.
  



Coated with a specialised Polyurethane system which includes 3
undercoats and a top coat. Two coats are applied prior to assembly and one
    
   
Superior construction
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engineered dowel system. This coupled with the waterproof Aquadhere glue
will give the connecting points of the panel greater strength. Our unique
construction process allows us to produce a very large single span.
Wide range of frame options
A variety of frames and mounting options are available, which are
designed to meet the diverse range of consumer tastes and installation
requirements. The frames, stile and T-Post can be supplied in both a plain
    
We also now offer a Pivot Hinged installation option for situations where a
frame is not ideal.
Wide range of models
Available in a wide range of models including hinged, Bi-fold and sliding
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whilst maintaining a consistent look throughout the home.
New options are available for installing Shutters in both Corners or Bay
windows and a new range of Shaped Shutters will ensure you have a
complete in-home solution.
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